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THE INTRODUCTION OF GREEK MEDICINE INTO TIBET
IN THE SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CENTURIES1

The introduction of foreign medical science into Tibet has hithorto not been the aubject of any
detailed study, althoufi Tibetan hirtories of medicine contain much infonnation on h e e u l y
development of medical science in the Tibetan Empire. In the present paper, m attempt is made
to interpret all of the relevant passages from available Tibetan sources concerning the Greek
school, the moat important of the foreign systems of medicine introduced into early Tibet.

THEHISTORY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE in Tibet, a subject
on which several major Tibetan historians wrote
important treatises, is still practically unknown
outside of the Tibetan-reading world. Western and
Japanese Tibetologists, especially those dealing with
the history of the Tibetan Empire, have so far
primarily used Tibetan political (rgyal-rabs)l and
religious (chos'byuri) historical genres and. unfortunately, much hagiographical and apocryphal
literature as well, to the virtual exclusion of anything
else.'
At present, Tibetologists generally assume that
Tibetan medicine was overwhelmingly Indian in
origin or inspiration. Available historical evidence,
however, points to the conclusion that medicine. at
least during the first century of the Tibetan Empire
(ca. 634-755 A.D.)was in fact primarily Western, and
secondarily Chinese, in origin.' This should not be
too surprising, since the cultural, economic. and
political centers of the world outside Tibet at the
same time were the Islamic Caliphate and the
Chinese T'ang E m ~ i r e .Persian
~
or Arab doctors
could be found not only in Ch'ang-an, the T'ang
capital, but in nearly every port of China.6 Thus we
find that the personal or "court" physicians of all the
early Tibetan emperors, so far as the former are
known, through the early part of the reign of Khri
sroh Ide brtsan (755-ca. 794). are said to be from

"Khrom" (that is. the Eastern Roman. or Greek
Byzantine Empire)' or "Tuig" (that is, the A r a b
Persian Caliphate). The latter emperor appointed the
three Tibetan students of his "Greek" physician as
his personal physicians before appointin& according
to tradition, the famous Tibetan G'yuthog yoatan
mgonpo "the Elder." a contemporary of the t ~ t r l c
teacher-magician Padmasambhava, to the position in
the late eighth century. Apart from the corpuc of
material concerning G'yuthogpa. there appeus to be
very little historical infonnation available about
medicine under the later emperor^.^ The next period
of Tibetan medical history discussed in reliable
historical sources is that of the phyi dar, or "later
propagation" of the Buddhist faith in Tibet (from the
mid-tenth century). From this period on, Tibetm
medicine appears indeed to be largely Indian in
origin and i n s p i r a t i ~ n . ~
I. According to the sober historical accounts of
Dplbo gtsug-lag 'phrehba, Sdesrid sds-rgyas
qyamtsho, Dzaya paqQita blobzad 'phrin-las and
Koh-sprul blogros mthlyas, medical books were first
brought into Tibet by the T'nng princess, Wench'eng,I0 and were translated into Tibetan by
Buddhist scholars in her retinue. Suboequently,
physicians were invited from other countries. and
also translated medical works:
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DpAbo gtsug-lag 'phrehba:

Sdcsrid sahs-rgyas rgyamtsho:

/Boddu sman-dpyad byurlba'i thogma
ni zas-spyod s p a r b h h phmmo
k s p a tsam
snon nos byurl lo/
gfurl rgyabzds
sman-dpyad chenmo fespa bsnamspa
hvafah mahddewa dad dho3makofas
bsgyur/ de'i tshe rgyagar nas
h 7 z r a b h vocdId rgyanag nas
hen-werl-hart-de/ stag-gzigsgi [sic]
khrom nos galenosste [sic]
smanpa gsum spyan dmrls/
soso ' i
lugs
duma
bsgyur/
thunmorldu
mi
j'igspa'i mtshon-cha
fes bathpo bdunpa
brtsamd'

'Phagspa ]ig-rten dbarl-phyug
mirje'i rshul bzuhba sroh b t w n
sgampo rgyal-sar phebs n o d
mirl-tshig rhamscad yiger gdabtu
rurlba dad/ tgyamobzd 'un-Hh-koh-jos
bsnamspa ' i man-dpyad chenmor gmgspa
hadoh mahddeba dab dharmakofa ghiskyis
bsgyurf irV 'phags-yulgyi smanpa
bharadhvadzd rgyanaggi smanpa
hen- wen-harl-de/ stag-gziggam khromgyi
smanpa gales-nos gsum rgyalpo'i
shun gsoba'i phyir gdan d m r l d
tgyagargyi smanpas 'bu fag ma bu che
churl dad sbyorba mar gsar/ rgyanagpas
q y a dpyad thorbu che c h u d
slag-gzigpas mgo srlon bsduspa doh
depho// r m a b y d netso gsumgyi
dpyad sogs bsgyur/ gsumga
bkdbgroste mi j'igspa'i mtshon-cha
fes byaba bampo bdun yodpa'i
gsodpyadkyi gf uh gsardu brtsams
nasphuV"

'

Dzaya papQita blobzah 'phrin-Ins:
Kod-spml blogros mthhyas:
Chos-rgyal
srod btsan
sgampo 'i
dussu
rgyamobzd 'on-f irt-korl-jos
khyerba'i sman-dbyad chenmo fes byaba
hvafarl mghddeba dan/ dhZ?mdkofa ghiskyis
bsgyurcid/ yarl rgyagargyi smanpa
bharadhvadza darl rgyanaggi smanpa
hen-wen-hart-de/ stag-gziggam khromgyi
smanpa galenas f es byaba
gsum spyan drahspa la brten n o d
rgyagargyi smanpas 'bu fag ma bu che
chud d a N sbyorba mar gsar/ rgyanaggi
smanpad rgya dpyad thorbu che c h u w
stag-gziggi smanpas/ mgo shon bsduspa
darV despo'i grardpyad sogs
bsgyurcih gsumga bsdoms nos
mi j'igspa ' i mtshon-cha
fes byaba bampo bdunpa
brtsams
nos phul"

/Srorl
btsan
sgampo ' i
skuril la
'un-f id-kort-jos
sman-rtsiskyi gf url bsnamspa
hvaiad mahddeba darl dha'hnakogcr
gniskyis bsgyur/ rgyagar nos
bharadhvad.?a,/ rgyanag nas
hdn-wad-h v a N tazig nos
galenus fes byaba'i
smanpa gsum spyan d r a r l d
'bu fag ma bu che
churV
rgya dpyad r h o r b d
mgo srlon bsduspa
sogs
bsgyur. smanpa gsum bgros nas
mi yigspa'i mtshon-cha
fes byaba lugs chen gsumgyi
gfurldu gragspa byas/"
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Dplbo gtsug-lag 'phrehba:

"As for the beginning of the
appearance of medicine in Tibet.
formerly whereas just a few
rnaichea of knowledge about diet
had appeared, latterly the Chinere
wnrofi having brought the (text)
called Sman-dpyad ~ h r n m o , 'it~ was
uanslated by the ho-shongl'
M a h ~ e v a " m d ~ h ~ m a k o ~ Then.
r."
three doctors were invited, from
India Bharadhvhja, and China
Hsiian-yiian Huang-ti, and from Rome
in Tazig, Galenos.
They
translated
much
from
their
individual
schools.
Jointly
they compiled
the seven-volume text called
the M i j'igspo'i mtshon-cho."
Dzaya pandita blobzah 'phrin-18s:
"At the time of
the King of the
Law Sron btsan rgampo,
the (text) called the Sman-dpyad
chenmo.'* which had been brought by the
Chinese consort Wen-ch'eng kung-chu. was
translated by the ho-shang"
~ a h h d e v a and
' ~ ~ h a m a k o ~ a ;furthermore.
"
the three (physicians) called
'the Indian physician BharadhvNa,
the Chinese physician Hsum-yuan
Huang-ti, (and) the Tazig or Roman
physician Galenos'
having been invited, consequently
the Indian doctor translated the
'Bu Jag mo bu che chul and the
Sbyorba mar gsar, the Chinese
doctor the Rgya dpyad thorbu che chul.
(and) the Tazig doctor the
Mgo shon bsduspa and the
Despo'i gtordpyad, etc.;
the three together compiled
the seven-volume (text) called the
' M i j'igspa'i-mtshon-cho' and
presented (it to the throne)."

Sdesrid sahs-rgyas rgyamtsho:
"After Srod b u m rgunpo-the dotiour
migbty world-rovereign who chore the
way of jurticc-came to the throne.
d l rpeech could be put into writin&
ro the (text) known a6 the Smon-dpyad
~ h c n m o , which
'~
had been brought by the
Chineu conrort Wen-ch'eng kung-chn,
war trmrlated by the h ~ s h a n g l '
MahMeval' and Dhannakoga;" d three
(men)-the Indian physician
Bharadhvba, the Chinoe physician
Hrurn-yiim Huang-ti, and the Tazig
or b m m physician Gdenor-were
invilcd to court to cure the
illnesrer of the king. The Indian
phyrician tranrlated the 'Bu Jog ma
bu che chuh and the Sbyorba mar gsar.
the Cbinere phyrician the Rgyo dpyad
thorbn che c h u l ; the T u i g the M 8 o
slon bsduspa and the Depho m a b y a
netso gsumgyi dpyad, etc. The three
consulted togcther, compiled anew a
rtven-volume text on medicine called
the M i j'igspo'i mtshon-cha, and
pre~entrd(it to the throne)."
Koh-sprul blogros mthayas:
"During the
r e i p of
Srod btsm s g m p o
texts of medicine and
muology having been brought by
Wen-ch'eng kun8-chu, they were
translated by the ho-shongI3
~ a h ~ e v am"d ~ h a r m a k o $ a . ' ~
The necalled 'three doctorr'from India BharadhvNa,
from China Heiran-yban
Huang-ti, and from Tazig
Galenoswere invited.
They translated the
'Bu Jag mo bu che chun,

the

Rgyo dpyad thorbu,
the
Mgo shon bsduspa.

md so on.
The three phyricians conrultcd
together and produced the
M i j'igspa 'i mtshon-cha,

which became known as the
Lugs chcn gsumgyi g i u l . "
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While the schematic nature of the narrative should
not lead one into making hasty conclusions about the
trustworthiness of the information-a matter treated
at length below-there are indeed grounds for not
taking the words of these texts too literally.
First, the three foreign doctors supposedly invited
to Tibet have very revealing names. "BharadhvAdza,"
the name of "the Indian physician," is the name of
the legendary founder of Indian medicine, the R$i
BharadhvAja, who received teachings on the science
of medicine from the god Indra and passed them on to
other q$is.I6 "Hen-wen Han-dew is a somewhat
deceptive transcription of the name Hsiian-*an
Huang-ti," which is one of the names of the
legendary "Yellow Emperor" who is often credited
with the creation of medical science in China, and
who was supposedly the author of the Nei ching, or
"Internal Classic," the most important book in
Chinese medicine. "Galenos," as is immediately
apparent, is a transcription of the name of the
historical Galenos, our Galen, the Greek who was
considered to be the greatest of all physicians
throughout the European and Muslim Middle Ages.
Thus, it is obvious that the three names are actually
the names of authors, two legendary and one
historical, to whom are ascribed the most famous
ancient medical works of their respective civilizations. Therefore, the sources should be interpreted as
indicating simply that the works of these writers or of
their schools were introduced into Tibet at the time
of Sron brtsan sgampo (d. 649 A.D.).
There were several persons in Tibet at that time
who were involved in the work of translation. The
Chinese monk MahAdeva and the Tibetan Dharmakoaa were already present at court and had translated
the Sman-dpyad chenmo from Chinese. Furthermore, according to traditional accounts, one of the
great ministers, Thon-mi 'brih tore sambhow, who
had been educated in India and perfected the Tibetan
writing system, was involved in the translation of
Indian texts into Tibetan.Is Much less is known
about "Galenos" and the Greek school in Tibet at
the time.
In the sources translated above, "Galenos" is said
to be "from Tazig or Rome" and "from Rome in
Tazig," a confusion also found in the Chinese Hsin
Tang Shu, where it is stated that Rome was under
Arab sovereignty.I9 Because of the consistent use of
the name Rome (written in Tibetan either Phrom or
Khrom) in close connection with Tazig, there is no
doubt but that, as proved long ago by Schaeder, the
Greek "Eastern Roman" or Byzantine Empire is

meant.m The form of Galen's name is also reveali$
it is not related directly to the Arabic form Citllnb,
or to the Syriac form,'' but is an exact rep re sen tali^
of the original Greek form of the name as it was 8~
pronounced in at least one Byzantine Grset
dialect." Thus, there exists a possibility that u
actual Greek transmitted the name of Galen and
medical traditon to Tibet. It is of course more likely
that the name was transmitted through Sodgian or
Middle Persian, where its form could have beeP
'Galenos, since the Persians, at least from earl)
Sassanian times on through the famous medicd
school at ~ u n d ~ s a b awere
r , ~ definitely
~
familiar with
Greek medicine. However. because of the absence d
any recorded mention of the name of Galen in Irano:
Sogdiana before the Arab conquest, potential Middl1
Persian or Sogdian forms are unknown, so that d
Byzantines receive the credit by default. At an!
rate, it is not possible to conclusively decide L
matter of provenance at present. One thing ir
virtually certain, however: the name could not havt
been transcribed as it was had it first been heard after
the fall of the Tibetan Empire.24 Therefore, there i~
no reason to doubt that the name and several worb
of Galen (or pseudo-Galen) became known in Tibel
during the reign of Sron brtsan sgampo. But whrl
were these works? The names given, certainly in
abbreviated forms, for the works ascribed to Galen
or his unknown translator, are highly problematicd
One of them, the enigmatic Mgo srion bsduspa,
which was perhaps an epitome or a collection 01
works dealing with the head, may perhaps bc
compared to Hippocrates' Peri tan en kaphokl
t?maran.ls This comparison is possible becaust
both Biji TsanpaSilaha, the next physician of tht
Greek school, and HalaSanti, the Tazig physician
who followed him, also wrote works dealing with tht
head. Furthermore, T'ang dynasty period Chinese
sources relate that the "Romans" (i.e., Byzantine
Greeks) were particularly skillful at brain surgery."
One may then assume that any "~raeco-Arab" 01
"Graeco-Persian" doctors in Tibet, such as the om
known as "Galenos," would have been thoroughl)
familiar with that kind of operation. The other two
titles are certainly connected with each other, but 11
is difficult to determine which may be more correcl
In any case, it appears more than likely that tht
Despo'i gtardpyad or "Gentle (?) ~hlebotomy"01
Blobzan 'phrin-las's account was the same work as
the first of the three parts of the corresponding wofi
given in the other accounts: that is, the Depho('i). - .
dpyad.27It is also possible that the second versionib
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correct. so that its title was either a flowery one
having little or nothing to do with the contents of the
work, or else it was indeed a work dealing with the
"Examination of Cocks, Peacocks, and ParrotsmGalen did dissect all sorts of animals, including
birds, and wrote at length on his d i s c o v e r i e ~None
.~~
of the other texts named can be identified, with the
possible exception of the Mi j'igspa'i mtshon-cha,
which seems to have survived into later times.29
Subsequently. according to Dphbo gtsug-lag
'phrehba and Sahs-rgyas rgyamtsho, lo the physician
known as Galenos was retained as royal physician,
and practiced and taught Greek medicine in Lhasa.
Dpabo gtsug-lag 'phrehba relates (continued from
the passage quoted above):
Galenos blasmandu b f u g d ms chuhba b t i slobtu
stsalste rigs mrho dman medpa slobpor g n a d

"Galenos stayed on as royal physician. He gave
instruction (in medicine, even) to the four lower
clasaes, and ordered that they teach without (regud
for distinctions of) higher and lower class."

Sahs-rgyas rgyamtsho gives a much more detailed
account of the events (continued from the passage
quoted above):

30 1

three rchoolr, one would not enter the rankr of the
p e a t docton-just ar, no matter how h u d ooe would
(try to) mearure empty rpace in the sky, it would k
uselerr for oneself and for othen. Bhuadhvua was
designated "great Arhat," Gdeaos " h e 4 repat."
and Hsuan-yuan Hump-ti "landlord." They were
praised r r "the three great mrgicianr, the vesaclr of
nectar." ' Thur, all medical science. after it wrr
collected into 'the three schools', was explained
(according to them). The king lave rewuds to both
the Indian and Chinere physicians, and they
departed for their own countries. Gdenos remained
as the royal personal phyrician. He in raid to have
made him appearance3' a11 around U a m , and alm to
have compiled many rcientific work:. It ir said that.
having taken a wife, he had three con&,of whom the
eldest war sent to Gtrd-scod, and the Biji, etc..
lineages spread; the middle one w u rent to G'yorpo
and the doctor6 of the aouthern vdleyr flourished;
the youngest, who stayed with hir father, wan cdled
'the S o w doctor.'12 Galenos war later called by the
name 'Dzoro, and as some upper-class Tibetans did
not want to study with him, he suffered to teach
medicine to the four low classes. the rtug. (iari. snigs.
and rmohs. He commanded them: 'Cure the good
and bad classes without (regard for) higher or lower!'
He was given the name 'Tshobyed smanpa ['The
Life-giving Physician'].33 As a reward he war given
twelve (gtsigs)-nine luge gtsigs and three amdl

De l a d lugs chen gsumpo'i tshul-dag ma rtogs n d
/smanpa chenpo'i gmhssu mi 'groste/ /bdag doh
gfan la phanpar mi nuspas/ /barsnah mkhd la
jiltar mthos bshab bf in//bhamdhvadza dmh-sroh
chenpo darV /galas-nos ni rgyal-tshab thubo darV
/hen-wen-hah-de sabdag dbah bskurbd /'phrul
chen gsumpa bdud-rtsi bumpa bshagd/fes gsodpyad
thamscod lugs-sde gsumdu bsdus nos 'chadpar
mdzaU rgya dkar naggi smanpa griis la rgyalpos
byadgd phulte rah-rahgi yuldu bf u U galanos rje'i
blasmandu b f u g d phal-cher Ihasar stan chagsfin
bstan-bcoskyah duma brtsamspar g m g d yum
khabtu bfespar sras gsum byuhba'i cheba gtsahstoddu btahbas biii sogskyi brgyudpa dar/ 'brittpo
g'yorpor brdzahspas Iho rohgi smanpamams 'pheV
chuhba yabkyi skur bcarbar sagpo smanpa fes
gleWgales-nos la phyis mtshan 'dzoror 'bodciU de
la bodkyi rigs bzattba 'gdfig slobpar 'dodpa ma
gnahstd rigs hanpa r t u d (ion/ snigd moAs fespa
b f i sman-dpyad sloblu bcug/ rigs bzah Aan doh
mtho dman medpar 'chosfigpar bkd bsgosl mih
'tshobyed smanpar btagd byadgd la gtsigs chen dgu
dab gtsigs chuh gsumste bcuglis gnaM

The most significant statement in this passage is
doubtlessly that regarding the retention of a Greek
(or Tazig) doctor, rather than an Indian or a Chinese
one, as royal physician. At the very least, it indicates
that at the Tibetan coua the Greek medical tradition
was suficiently well known to be esteemed more
highly than either the Indian or the Chinese
traditionJ5 and is perhaps indicative of the close
contacts then existing between the Tibetan Empire
and the Iranian world bordering it on the west It is
also highly interesting that this Western physician
not only deigned to teach medicine to students of the
non-noble classes. but also bid his students obey a
moral precept. m additional detail reminiscent of the
Hippocratic ideal. On balance, despite the obscurity
of some of its details, and the protably non-historical
nature of others, this passage does provide a vivid
description of medical activity in early Imperial
Tibet.

"Then, 'If one were ignorant of the methods of the

11. "Then, from the land of Rome, one called Bitsi

gtsigs."34
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TsanpaSilaha was invited." Thus begins Dphbo
gtsug-lag 'phrehba's account of the most important
foreign physician in early Tibetan history. Biji
TsanpaSilaha. The success of "Biji," who was
personal physician to the emperor and author of an
enormous amount of medical literature, and of his
predecessor "Galenos," is clear proof that Greek
medicine was initially the most important medical
tradition in the early Tibetan Empire. Although the
Indian, Chinese, and other traditions also played a
part in the ovetall development of Tibetan medicine
at the time of Emperor Khri Ide gtsug brtsan
(commonly known as Mes Tag-tshoms), the Greek
tradition was dominant in the area stretching
eastward from the Atlantic Ocean through Tibet up
to the borders of China, in which latter country it also
enjoyed a certain prestige.
The Sdesrid's monumental Khog'bugs is again the
most detailed source among currently available
works dealing with the subject, although the texts of
the royal edict and the physicians' oath apparently
promulgated due to the influence of Biji are given
only in the works of DpAbo gtsug-lag ' p h r e ~ b a The
.~~
existence of a historical person named Biji
TsanpaSilaha is also well attested in other earlier
works, including the Rgyal-rubs g s a l b a ' i melon of
Saskya bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan," the B f a d mdzod
y i d - b f i n norbu of Don-dam smraba'i ~ e h g e , ' and
~
the apocryphal B i o g r a p h y of Padmasambhava,
where he is called "the Chinese s ~ h o l a r . " ' ~The
Sdesrid says:
Yah de'i tshe khromgyi yul nos de'i skaddu bui
fespa'i smanpa m i l dhos tsampafilaha byaba
dpon-slob m a h p bos nas tsampafilahas rgyud
k l g y i meloh le'u I l a b c u p d de la brten nos byahkhog stodkyi dmarbyah gsalba'i sgron-me le'u
f e g h i d smadkyi dmarbyah phrulgyi ldemig le'u
her-IAapd yan-laggi bcos th~m-byahle'u fegttispa/
demamskyi 'gnlpa gsah tika g s u d ma shihgi
dmba che chun g h i d bu 'grelpa dmar nag ghis-te
dpyad ma bu b f L / ( Z a chu# dra c h u n / s g r o n m d f i
chuhste stiih tig bsduspa'i bu b f V mde'ul mag/ me/
thig/ r t s d 'bmsrnamskyi bcos-te gcespa'i bu
drugsre bsdomspas ma gsum dad bu bcubdud de'i
stehdu bgegs sel gnadkyi sgronmd rnag brtag thabs
chod b f i p d skem-sman rin-chen g f i r bfag/ mag
skyugs )am 'dren bdud-rtsiste thun-moh ma yinpa
gsahba'i bu b f i sogs rgyaspa'i skor don/ 'brihdu
bebum snagpo tika yah-rig g h i d Sintu bsduspa yige
dmar chuh rtsa ' g n l tig gsum datV byah-khoggi
man-hag Ie'u gsumga drilba la bdud-rtsi melohgi

skor Ie'u cheba brgyad dah chuhba b ~ ~ g s,icp
u ~ ~ t
gcig/ m a skor gsum stonpa thig-le g s a l h ' i ,,,do
mgo byah-khog 'brelmar b r o s p d don sriirt/ mamm
Iha'i dpyan-thad rgyanaggi drah-srohgi~mdsodp4
rin-chen dbyig Ie'u bdun-cupa d a V mo dbyi8 IrSu
bdunpa drilbas bampo riilu rtsa I h a p d phyoprdorgyis mdzadpa mgobo'i rrsod-bzlog//J ~ p m l ~ * ~
khye'us mdzadpa bdud-rtsi dar-yakan Ihuh-bzedkyr
'phrul'khor/ de'i grelpa hafah krin-das mdzadpu
mdobyah che chuh byaba daW ties-dmigs sum-tu
rtsa I h a p d ro bkra 'phrulgyi meloh le'u ,itp
d r u g p d ro bkra thagu dgu sbyor/ gson thig ro
thaggl mom-gfag drah-sroh mi'i khogpa le'b
b c u p d dmh-sroh rgyun-feskyis mdzadpar gmgsp
byah-khog khnmskyi mdo fes byaba d a d yan-la1
la drah-srohgi keh-rus che chuh byaba d a y It',
bcugsumpa byaba d a d tshigskyi sdomskyi Ie'u to
byaba don/ rin-poche'i mdzodphanpa smangyilt'r
bcupa don/ smanpa la rabtu gcespa'i le'u bfip
d a d rinpoche'i phrehba fes byaba b ' u Ihabeup
dan/ rinpoche'i dbyig le'u bdun-cuparnams bsgyu~
nas rgyalpo la phul/ demams phyogs gcigru za'olg~
sgrombur bf ugspa la bladpyadkyi gf un 'tshoboi
mdor gragdgfanyah de'i dus na hafan mahbdrh
doh khyuhpo tsetse sogskyis sman-dpyad dunr
bsgyurbar bfadciV tsanpafilaha des phyis boddr
srid bskyand bui'i rgyud shar byuh gmb mr)'di
naskyah 'phelbar grogs/ slobbrgyud la far) dai
stoh doh branti gsumgyis gtsos dumar 'pheU dl
gsumpos mdokhamskyi sokha bsruhpapo lo bit
byaspa'i byadgd la rgyalpos rgyud k l k y i moloY
m a bcos ma bu bcubdun sogs rgyas 'bril bsdul
gsum yige dmar chuh dad bcaspa gnah nas rgyur
nos brgyudkyi blasmandu dbah bskurfih dmq
naskyah btonpar grogs/ lalar stoh bfer mespo b
mgo d p y a U brahti rgyal-mries kharbur byoh-khod
f a h Ihamo gzi la yon-lag-mamskyi bcos gnahyai
zerP

"And at that time. from the land of Rome, cht
physician (who was) in their language called biii
(but) whose name was really called TsampaSilab4
after calling many scholars together, (this) Tsampahilaha translated [and/or compiled] the fihen.
chapter Rgyud Jelgyi me10h;~' basing himself 00
that, the forty-two chapter Byah-khog stodkyidmo"
byah gsalba'i sgron-me; the twenty-five chapttr
Smadkyi dmarbyah 'phmlgyi Idemig; the forty-No
chapter Yon-laggi bcos them-byah; their cornmet
taries, the Gsah f i k a gsum ['the three secret Tikd
(commentaries)']; the mother(-text)s Sriihgi
che chuh ghis; and their eon(-text)s 'Gmlpo dmo'
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#his, the mothers and sons (t08ether mnking)

the Tika chuA. D r a chub. Sgronmo, and
four
2 ; c.hun,being the Snin-thig bsdu~po'ib~ bf i ; the
uerlmenu of Mde'u, Rnag. M e . Thig, Rtsa, and
'Bras, being the Gcespa'i b~ drug; thus. added Up
toleher, three mothers and seventeen sons; on top of
that, h e Bgegs sol gnadkyi sgronma, Rnag brtag
lhabs chod bfipa, the Skem-sman rin-chen gfir
biag, (md) the Rnag skyugs yam 'dren bdud-rtsi.
being Ihe Thun-moh ma yinpa gsahba'i bu bfi ['the
four special secret sons'], etc., of the extensive
group; (in the) middle, the Beburn snagpo rika (and)
Yai-fig, two (works); the very condensed one the
Yige dmar chun (in its) Rtsa. 'Grel, and Tig, three
(works);the Byan-khoggi man-nag in three chapters
rolled together and the Bdud-rtsi melohgi skor in
eight large chapters and thirteen small chapters, thus
twenty-one in all; the Rma skor gsum stonpa rhigle
gsalba'i mdo mgo byah-khog 'brelmar bcospa; the
Don rriitt; the Rnampa Ina'i dpyah-rhag; the
seventy-chapter Rin-chen dbyig and the sevenchapter Mo dbyig, rolled up together in twenty-five
volumes, composed by the Chinese arhac the
Mgobo'i mod-bzlog composed by Phy4-rdor [VqjrapAnil; the Bdud-rtsi d a r y a k a n Ihuh-bzedkyi
phrul'khor composed by the Sprulpa'i khye'u; i u
commentary, composed by the ho-shang ~ r i n d a , ' ~
called the Mdobyan che chun, and the thirty-five
(chapter) Nes-dm&, the twenty-six chapter Ro bkm
'phrulgyi melon, the Ro bkra rhagu dgu sbyor, the
ten chapter Gson rhig ro thaggi rnarn-gfag dransmri mi'; khogpa; the works said to have been
eomposed by the Arhat Rgyun-Ses, called the 'Byan&hog khremskyi mdo', the Yon-lag la drah-srongi
ken-rus che chun. the Le'u bcugsumpa, the
'Tshigsk~isdomskyi le'u', the Rinpoche'i mdzod
phonpa smangyi le'u bcupa, the Smanpa la rabru
gcespo'i le'u bfipa, the fifty chapter 'Rinpoche'i
phndba. ' and the seventy-chapter Rinpoche'i dbyigs;
and he presented them to the king. They remained
bee., were kept] all together in a small trunk covered
in heavy silk, and became known as the Bladpyadkyi
gfun 'tshoba'i mdo. Furthermore, although at that
time the ho-shang MahAdeva. Khyunpo tsetse, and
others had translated many medical (works and)
were expounding them, that TsanpaSilaha later ruled
I?] in Tibet. Even though Biji's lineage had
previously been successful, henceforth it was
famous. Led by the three (lineages 00
Ston, and Branti it developed into many pupilIlneales. As a reward for those three having served
guards I?)'~of Mdokharns for four years, the king
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gave them (the medical texts) Rgyud h & y i meloh.
the Rma bcos ma bu bcubdun 1i.e.. 'the mother and
m n texts of the Treatment o/ Wounds, reventeen
texu in all'] e k . , together with LIU
three (versions).
the ~ x t e n s i v e ,Middling and Condensed [or 'Epit*
mized'), of the Yige dmar chuh, l a d initiated them
according to the tantras as personal phymicianr ofhir
line, m d also dirmissed them from the army. So it is
said. It is also said that to a few were given (the texu
of) treatments: to Stod bter mespo. the Mgo dpyad
I'Examination of the Head'], to Brrbti rgyal-mbes
kharbu the Byan-khog ['The Trunk'], and to 2 n d
lhamo gzi the Yon-lag-moms ['The Limbr']."

Since the title Biji (variously written bidzi. bibyi,
bitsi, biche) is specifically said to be a foreign work
meaning "physician," possible Indelranian origins
come first to mind. Because the person concerned is
elsewhere said to be from Tazig, it is not surprising to
find in Sogdian the word pyt-, which means
" p h y s i ~ i a n . " ~The Tibetan form biji is a quite
acceptable transcription of this word. The final
syllable of his personal name, TsanpaSilaha. which is
no doubt a transcription of a @Campabilaha,is so far
inexplicable. However, the facts that his name is
obviously of Sanskrit derivation. that he is credited
with the translation of several works with Buddhist
titles or authors, and that none of his works is
referred to by the Tibetan Buddhist historians as
"pagan" (mustegsp), unlike those of his compatriot
HalaLanti,45make it virtually certain that he was a
Buddhist. Biji's continued success under Khri sron
Ide brtsan, as well as his pupil Branti's success, may
be attributed to this circumstance. Thus the first
royal physician who was also a Buddhist happened to
be Biji (= "Bibyi," etc.) TsanpaGilaha. This fact is
very likely the origin of the later G'yuthogpa
tradition that medicine was first introduced into
Tibet (from India!) in ancient times by Bibyi
dg~byed.~~
Since Biji is said to have translated many Chinese
works. in addition to those translations he made
from, presumably, Indian and Iranian languages. and
since he is consistently referred to in the Padma
bkdthah as "the Chinese scholar" (Rgyanag
mkhaspa), it is indisputable that he knew Chinese,
and had therefore come to Tibet via China,'' where he
had surely practiced medicine for many years.a
Despite Kod-sprul's statement which implies that
Biji was involved in the compilation of the
Somar6ja. a famous medical work translated from
Chinese at this time,49it is said in Dphbo gtsug-lag
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'phrehba's account that this treatise was translated
by a Chinese monk in collaboration with a
mysterious figure named Rgyaphrug gar-mkhan.'O
The latter statement is confirmed by the lengthy
treatment of the subject by the Sdesrid." who does
not include Biji among the translators. The vastness
of this corpus of medical literature is all the more
intriguing because of the difIiculty of finding other
clarifying references to the works cited, although
there are a few exceptions discussed at the end of this
paper.
The next accomplishment of Biji as royal
physician under the rule of Khri Ide gtsug brtsan
(Mes 7ag-tshoms, d. 755 A.D.) was apparently the
raising of the status of physicians in Tibet. The
source for this is Gtsug-lag 'phrehba, whose account
quotes two texts, the first an edict concerning
physicians and the second an oath administered to
the physicians, both apparently promulgated during
the period of Biji's tenure as royal physician:
Phyis gyim-fan-kon-jos rtsis dart sman-dpyud
maddu bsnams/ hvafart mahathitha dart rgyaphncg
gar-mkhan lasogspas somaratsa le'u brgya dart
bcolrtapa sogs bsgyur/ de'i tshe khrom nos bitsi
tsanbafilaha byoba spyan dmris/ rgyalpo'i rje yin
fes Iharjer btagssre thomscadkyis blar kburba
gralgyi dgurt lo j'ogpa stan bzandu 'dihspas2 zas
skom spyan-gzigskyi mchog stobpa ~ k ~ e l - ~ rtas
su'~
byedpa yon gserdu ' b u l b d byaspa drindu gzoba
sogskyi bkar brags/ smanparnamskyiskyart khyim
mdzes nos boskyari skyel-gsu dart fobs-gla grien
tshan yinyan dkar dart furren bran-khol yinyad
bkur-sli dah guspu dus mindu phmdkyart mdods
goo1 dart bsrien bkur/ dgrabo yinyah dad-guskyis
blo grodpas4 zas nor la 'dod sred byas run skurpa
mi 'debs/ nadpa gsoba la f u'bul grogs nas gtart-rag
rtin-bskul sgye'u skyel sogs bcolna gtsigssu b z u d
mrtdbdaggis smanpa b b m a dahpo yinpas byamspa
bskyed nartpass bu dart slobma yinpas mchod iron
phyir ma brjod mdzartskyi khrel 'chorbas khyimgnas la rtons6 ma byed yarabskyi tshul la nodpass7
zas la ma rtan sman-dpyad la lag-bniess8 yodpas
~ yodcirt
a ~ ~
chadS9l a ma dgd thugs l ~ o la ~khyad
thal-rien yodpas lelo dart tshod-yod ma byed smandpyad gnartdu61 miphogpas nadpa62 l a notsha dart
rshul'chos ma byed ces f a l t a bdun mdzad/ byankhog le'u Ihabcu sogs dpyad rgyas 'brin bsduspa'i
#man-dpyadkyi bstan-bcos martdu b y u d 3
"Later, Chin-ch'eng kung-chu brought many
(books on) Calculation and ~ e d i c i n e The
. ~ ~ hoshang ~ a h ~ t h i t hand
a ~ Rgyaphrug
~
gar-mkhan.66

etc., translated the one hundred and fifteen chrpkr
Somar4ia. At that time, the (physician) called Biji

Tsanpabilaha was invited from Rome. Saying "Heir
the king's lord," they called him Iharje
lord"), and the proclamation was published Lhl
everybody should honor (the physicians); seat them
in the place of honor; set out excellent cushions (for
them); feed them the best food and drink as presentti
provide horses for them for coming and going; pay
their fees in gold; be grateful for their work, and M
on. And even if the physician calls from a beautiful
house. (they should provide him) his tr~sportrtion
and fees; even if he is a relative. (they should
provide) clean food and presents; even if he is I
servent, (they should) honor and respect him; even
though he does not meet (with patients) on time, (the
patients should) wish him joy and be respectful; even
though he is an enemy, (they should) be confidentou~
of faith; even though he is greedy for food md
money, (they should) not mistreat him; (even) when
they are sick people crying out, petitioning to be
cured, (they should) give thanks (to the physician);
earnestly exhort him I?); carry his bag (for him) [?I;~'
and so forth, (altogether) fifteen (points), were sworn
to. By the lord(s) [?I; as the physician-teacher is firs1
(in importance), be kind (to him); as the insiders arc
sons and pupils, do not expound (medicine, to them)
for the sake of (their) poor offerings; (as you are)
pursuing learned piety, d o not do evil to house
holders; (as you are) upholding the noble method, do
not give out evil drugs; as there are assistants for
(such) medical practices, be not willing to cut on
(limbs, etc. I?)); as there are differences among oathbreakers, and as it is a crime to be extreme, be
neither (too) lax nor (too) strict I?); as you will meel
people in the practice of medicine, do not be indecenl
and hypocritical to patients;68 these seven instrue
tions were given. He produced many medicd
treatises of the extensive, middling, and abbreviated
(classes), treatment (-texts) such as the Byal-khol
in fifty chapters."69

Both of the texts quoted in this passage call to
mind other similar texts in traditional Tibetan
medical literature, such as the Rgyud bfi70 and thr
Biography of G'yuthog the Elder.7' The second,
however, appears to be close enough to the basic
tenets of the Hippocratic oath to be called a version
of it. A comparison with another Greek version71of
the famous Oath shows that the Tibetan one, whilr
just as brief, is actually closer to the tradition all^
accepted version.73 It is hoped that publication of
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better editions will perhaps clarify some of the
obscurity remaining in the higbly unusual language of
this text.''
Following the accession of Emperor Khri sroh Ide
brtean, three foreign doctors were appointed as royal
physicians. According to the abbreviated account of
Koh-sprul blogros mthAyas:
Chos-rgyal khri sroh Ide'u btsangyis rgyal-srid
thogmar skyohba'i dussd rgyagar nas dh?mard& J
rgyanag nos mahdkyin'dd/ taziggam khrom nos
rsnnpafilahaste smanpachenpo gsum fa1 'dzompo
la spmlpa'i sras gsum g r a d de gsum bgros nos
rgynl-khams soso'i lugs dart bstunpa'i smondpyadkyi bsran-bcos rin-chen spuhspa ies byaba...
gtud chenpo byad75

"When the religious king Khri srod Ide'u btsan
was Rrat ruling, three great doctors-from India
Dharmarllja, from China Mahllkyin'dll, m d from
Tuig or Rome Tsanpa9ilaha-gathered together (in
Tibet) and were known as the three miraculous
princes. The three having consulted together, they
wrote a great sourcebook on that medical literature
of their individual countries which mutually agreed,
called the Rin-chen spuhspa ['Jewel Mound'] . . . ."16

Finally, according to the Sdesrid's account, Biji
Tsanpakilaha's three pupils were appointed as "royal
doctors" together, to succeed him, and they received
a number of texts from him when he was leaving
Tibet "to return to his own c~untry."~'Together this
collection of texts, which was known as the Pusti
khaser ("The Yellow BOO^"),^^ and also as the
Rgyalpo'i blayig 'od'bar, was apparently transmitted, through the Brahti and other lineages, down to
recent times,19 and thus continued to influence
Tibetan medical thought throughout its formative
period.
In the narratives of Biji's pupils a certain
schematic character may be noticed. However, as the
three major medical schools (Brabti. kah, and Stoh)
named in these accounts trace or did trace their
lineages back to Biji TsanpaSilaha and his three sras
("pupils" or "disciples"), the historicity and
importance of Biji himself is all the more strongly
confirmed. But the question of the development of
these and other Tibetan schools of medicineincluding the ultimately all-pervasive and highly
syncretistic G'yuthogpa school-is one that is far too
complicated to even touch on here.
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111. The last of the Western phyricirnr mentioned in
the available historical rourcer a8 having come to
Tibet during the Imperial period war a doctor from
Tazig named Halabanti. He is included in the lirt of
"the nine personal physicianr of the king"* invited
fiom abroad by the reigning emperor, Khri rroh Ide
brtean." Again, the fullest account ir to be found in
the Khog'bugs, where the Sderrid has alm recorded
an edict promulgated by the emperor for the benefit
of there physician^.'^ He then lieu the works of the
individual doctors, including the one from Tazig:
Stag-gziggi smanpas mgo bcos muste8skyi skor
brgyadpa rtsa greV rtsa bcos man-hag (ion-tih che
chuV 'duspa bcos thabs rin-chcn srvggi 'khor-lo/
sogpo Ja stagcongyi rgyudl dug gsoba garlog
gyalpo'i Ji gsod... brtsamsJih bsgyur/qJ

"The Tazig doctor compiled md translated (the
texts) Mgo bcos mustqskyi skor brgypdpa, basic
text and commentary; the Rtsa bcos man-hag (ionJih che chuh; the 'Duspa bcos thabs rin-chen sroggi
'khor-lo; the Sogpo Ja stagcangyi rgyud; and the
Dug gsoba garlog rgyalpo 'i Ji gsos."

Unfortunately, this is all that is said about
Halabanti. The references to a Sogdian (or Khotane ~ e ) ~text
' and to the king of the Qarluq Turkse5
incline me to the opinion that this Tazig doctor, at
least, came to Tibet from West Turkestan, and had
perhaps been acquired during Tibetan military(
operations there. He may have been an Arab and a
Muslim, despite his Sanskrit name. since the titles
listed for him lack a Buddhist flavor and one is even
said to represent a mustegspa ("pagan" or "nonBuddhist") system. Furthermore, the first work
listed, "The Eight-part Non-Buddhist System of
Head-treatment." reflects the medieval reputation
which Greek and Arab physicians gained for
advanced knowledge concerning head injuries and
ophtalmology. Little further can presently be said
about this last representative of Graeco-Arab or
Graec-Persian medicine in the Tibetan Empire.

As indicated above, Post-Imperial medical works
are currently assumed by most Tibetologists to be
. ~ ~ it
completely Indian in origin or i n s p i r a t i ~ n Thus,
may seem somewhat surprising to find any mention
of non-Buddhist or non-Indian works in traditional
Buddhist medical literature, beyond the occasional
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reference to books translated from Chinese. In fact,
however, the writings of the G'yuthogpa tradition
include several comments that support the veracity of
the earlier tradition discussed above. In -the
"Biography of G'yuthog yontan mgonpo the
Elder,"87 the fact that the Greek school was
especially strong in the area of urinalysis is correctly
m e n t i ~ n e d Most
. ~ ~ importantly, however, this work
gives the names of several of the early physicians.
along with the names of texts translated or composed
by them, including the so-called "Greek prince"
BtsampaSila and his teachings, here called " K h r o m gyi d B y e - b a Drug-pa."" Finally, in the narrative of
the later so-called "Nine Tibetan Doctors," the first
to be mentioned is the doctor Bibyi legs-mgon and his
"system" called " P o - t i Kha-ser," a collection of the
works of Biji TsanpaSilaha mentioned in the accounts
of the earlier tradition, as already discussed above.
It is also noteworthy that the Bonpos, who are
normally so anxious to ascribe the origins of things to
kah-zuh or Tazig, fully corroborate these traditions.
The recent Bonpo religious history Legs-bSad
m d z o d , which is based on much earlier works,
remarks on the proficiency of the Greekgoscholars in
m e d i ~ i n e , ~and
' it makes the interesting comment
that in pre-Imperial times, before the introduction of
Buddhism to Tibet:
". . . in India. Dharma flourished, in China 'astro-

I

logical calculation' flourished, in Phrom diagnosis
flourished, and in Tibet and Zhang-zhung only
Everlasting Eon flourished, although other fields of
study were also popular."92

Despite then, the confusion which has arisen from
the superimposition of the traditions of the later
"nine Tibetan doctors" and the G'yuthogpa legends
onto the earlier tradition, it appears that the original
sources for the early period are essentially quite
trustworthy.
In a note at the end of his section on the history of
early Tibetan medicine, Saris-rgyas rgyamtsho writes
that whereas in political and religious history there is
a hiatus between the earlier and later periods, in
medicine there was no break in the t r a d i t i ~ n .H~e~
then lists some of the foreign medical "schools" or
"systems" known in Tibet, with the names of their
purported founders, and unequivocably states that
the texts of their systems had been transmitted down
to his own time, the early eighteenth century. H e
includes in this list, among others, the UQQiyAna
school of Jinamitra, the Nepalese school of

Sumatikirti, the Tazig school founded by a atill
unidentified 'Urbaya (or "Urwaya, "Urvaya, etc,),
and the Greek school of T~anpaSilaha.~'
The brillilal
nineteenth century scholar Koh-sprul blogros rnthiya
similarly confirms the trustworthiness of the eady
tradition:
/Bairos rtsis sman bsgyur sogs glerma'i sgrou,
/'dzoro b(ji mthabii blasman brgyud/ /locha
bairotsanas chos bon rrsis sman 'dresmar bsgyurm
Ies sags glerma khaciggi tshig sgros la khuds bra/
nos/ brtagpar slaba'i bod g t un marlpo bairn,
bsgyurba'i rgya giuridu bzunba sogs ni dpyod-Iddfl
mkhasparnamskyis bkag z i n c i d debtindu bod
sman mkhaspa mi dgu chos-rgyalgyidussu byuhbor
'chadpa'ah Sintu norte dedag phal-cher bsronpo
phyidargyi skabssu byurlba yin la/ gon smar
'dzoro/ b(ji mthdbii gsumpo ni chos-rgyal blo
smangyi brgyudpa ma 'khrulba yinno/'J

"The statements of the rediscovered texts I~II
Vairo(cana) translated (texts on) 'Calculation' and
Medicine; the tradition of the royal doctors 'Dzoro
1i.e.. 'Galenos']. Biji, and MthBbti; (the fact that) il
is said that the great translator Vairocana translated
Buddhist, Bon, 'Calculation', and Medical (texts)
indiscriminately, and suchlike; (the fact that) trusting
the statements of several rediscovered textsgb 18
sources, several easily examined Tibetan l e ~ l s
translated by Vairocana were taken by him from
Chinese texts-(all this) has been silenced by (be
learned scholars; and thus, although they relate how
the Nine Learned Tibetan Doctors appeared rt tht
time of the religious kings, it is quite wrong, ainu
they mostly appeared in the time of the lakr
propagation of the (Buddhist) doctrine, and bl
tradition of the above-mentioned three-'DZOW,
Biji, and Mthhbti-(as) royal physicians to be
religious kings, is not mistaken."

One need not add much to this plea for broadminded acceptance of the heterogeneous origins 01
early Tibetan science.
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that one of the
three disciples of Biji Tsanpasilaha was Branti rgyelmdes, who was the founder of the very importat
Branti lineage which survived in Tibet in direct
descent down to the last century and in indirect
descent down to the present day.97As a consequence,
it would appear that the K h r o m lugs or "Greek
school" of medicine indeed exercised a profound
influence on the development of Tibetan medied
science.
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ABBREVIATIONS
CTS
DBLB

Chiu T a n g Shu, see Liu Hsll.
Dpag bsam lion bzak, see Sumpa

mkhanpo yebes dpal'byor.
see lAkhuchin bes-rab rgyrmtsho.
Documents de Touen-houang. . .

.

See Bacot, et aI.
HTS
Khog 'bugs
LR
MD

Hsin T a n g Shu, see Sung Ch'i, et a!.

RGD

Rdzogs-ldan gfonnu'i dgdston, see

SGM'

Skongyi gram metog 'phrehba, see

TCTC

Tzt-chih T'ung-chien, see SsO-ma

see Sdesrid sans-rgyas rgyamtsho.
Ladwags rgyal-robs, see Franckc.
Mkhaspa'i dgdston, see dphbo gtsug-

lag 'phrehba.
hag-dbah blobzan rgyamtsho.
Nelpa PanQita.
Kuang.
TFYK

Ts'e-fu Yuan-kuei, see Wang Ch'in-

jo, et d.
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helping me with various problems encountered in the eourrc
of my research for this paper.
1 prefer to transliterate bisyllabic and polysyllrbir
Tibetan words without adding hyphens, except for thw
cases in which reconversion into Tibetan script may b
unclear, as follows:
(1 ) Within compound words, whenever any pnc&
syllable ends in a consonant or consonants. Thus, whcncvtl
preceding syllables end in vowels, no hyphen is ud
Likewise, all suffixes are attached to preceding syUrbla
without hyphens, regardless of whether or not they end i
consonants or vowels; when a following syllable beginswib
'a thud, no hyphen is necesary; bisyllabic and polysyllbil
words not analyzable into discrete morphemes-usunll~ 018
loanwords, such as yontan-do not require hyphens fie
sumxed quotative converb, since Tibetan writers do 00'
always follow the classical rules when using it, is bes'
written as a separate word, without a hyphen.
(2) When the suffixed conjunctive converb in its -1efom
is added to a syllable ending in -s, where a hyphen jr
required to distinguish the combination from one6 bavlol
the -ste form.
Otherwise, the transliteration follows the Endish ay"
tem as used by Hugh E. Richardson in his Azirn'
Historical Edicts at Lhasa (London, 1952) and ow
publications, with the following minor differencesOf
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ditjons: n for hi8 r ) ; ' in ryllable-initid position, ' in
,ub,crjw position, m d - in final porition (i.e., written on
the l i e ) for his 4; for the glottal stop. Ca chm; a tie-.
used indicate the omirsion of tsheg between syllables, as
in ~makritworda or abbreviationr.
3 Vortrikov (1 970: 176) was the firrt Tibetologirt to deal
at length with historier of medicine in the courre of his
dilcus8ion of the different genres of Tibetan hirtorical
literature. In addition to the Khog'bugs, he also dircursed
sevcrrlof the general works used in this study under the
beore heading appropriate to each work as a whole.
Unfortunately, he neglected several specialized historical
worb on the arle (bzong, usually mintranrlated "technololy") listed in ?Akhuchih bes-rab rgyamtsho's biblio~sphyof valuable books, Dpergyun (1974), ja:50r(p.
5041).
The only Tibetologirt who has paid m y attention to the
lubjeck beyond a word or two in passing, is Rolf Stein, who
devoted a half page to the Greek school in his Tibetan
Civilization ( 1972:6 1). More recently, Rechung Rinpoche
has publiahed translations from Tibetan medical histories
which provide a little more information on this school, in his
Tibetan Medicine ( 1973). However. the belief in the Indim
origin of Tibetan medicine from the very begining is still
expressed in the first line of Kania's review (1978: 137) of
Rechung, for example. In fact, the standard Tibetan
political and religious histories state that the sciences of
medicine end rtsis ("calculation," including astrology)
were introduced into Tibet from China during the reign of
Gnrm ri slon mtshan (see for example LR:30, SGM1:5v.
MD:12r, RGD:IO, DBLB:94v). It is not perhaps superfluous to add that Pingree (1974:67) is unfair in his
criticism of Rechung Rinpoche's summary accountcertainly far from perfect, it is true-of the early history of
medicine in Tibet (taken apparently from the Sdesrid's
Khog'bugs) which he labels "incredible" without saying
why, and without citing a single Tibetan work on the history
of medicine, or on any other subject for that matter. Per
Kvseme, in his reveiw of Rechung's book, does mention
Galenos very briefly as a "Persian (or perhaps a Byzantine
Greek) doctor" (19733 I).
For a discussion of the relations between the Tibetan
Empire and other contemporaneous civilizations, see
Beckwith (1977).
A Sogdian (hu) physician, apparently specializing in
treated the well-known Chinese monk
Kanshin during the latter's travels to Japan (Takakusu
1928:467). Two Sogdian Buddhists accompanied Kanshin,
One of whom may have written or translated a work on
bs1rolo8~there (ibid., p. 30); and a Persian doctor
a Japanese embassy on its return to Japan in
(ibid., p. 7). The very interesting, now fragmentary,
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contempormy account of the Cdiphats written by Tu Hum,
a relative of Tu Yu'r who w u captured at the b a d e d the
T d a s River in 751, rtates that Greek (or "Roman." Tach'in) phyricimr were especially good at treating h e eyes
~d dysentery, while "nome can rpot a ricknear before it
happeon, or open the brain to remove bugr" (Y. Tu 1935,
193:lMl). Similarly, the Hsin r a n g Shu ray8 of the
E u r r n Roman Empire that "they have excellent phyricirnr
who can open the brain m d remove bugr in order to cure eye
diseares" (HTS, 221b36261). On foreip communities in
China in general. see especially the fucinating work by
Edward Schafer, The Golden Peaches of Samarkond
(1963: 14N.).
See below, p. 6 and note 20.
But see below, p. 22N. for a dircursion of the
G'yuthogpa corpus and other traditional, semi-legendary
materials which corroborate the historical evidence on early
Tibetan medicine.
The eventual obscuration of the actual origins of
medicine in the imperial period is probably due to the long
subrequent reign of Indian medicine over the earlier
schools. This was already pointed out by Kod-rprul (see
below. pp. 24-25).
lo The section of the Mkhaspa'i dgdston dealing with
imperial history (MD, ja:29v) says: Gzosna bcobtgyadkyi
dpeJ sman-dpyad chmmo/ rtsisky i porthoh brgyadbcurnams bkurbar fus-te tgyalposkyan dernams doh
rinpoche doti d a r z a b sogs mthdyaspar brdzahd "[Whe
Princess Wen-ch'eng was about to leave for Tibet,] she
requested that she be given a copy of the Gzosna
bcobrgyad, the Sman-dpyad chenmo, and the Rtsiskyipor
tharf brgyad-bcu, and the king gave along with them also
precious jewels and silks beyond c o u n ~ " The piour
Confucian Chinese historians naturally fail to mention that
the princess brought non-canonical books to Tibet, but they
do note that noble Tibetan youths were sent to China for
education in the Confucian Classics of Poetry m d History
(HTS. 216x6074).
MD, tsa:46r et seq.; Khog'bugs 77v (p. 583) et req.;
Blobzad 'phrin-Ian, thobyig, ka:78v et seq.; Koh-rprul
1970, I:214v (p. 583). et seq. Although the interrelationship between the four versions is not quite clear, it is
obvious that they all depend ultimately upon some earlier
source which has not yet been reprinted, if indeed it still
exists. Therefore, the present comments will be limited to
discussion of the materials available to me. Of the many
works listed in 3Akhuchih's Dpergyun (1974, ja:SOdp.
504)K.) the only medical history per se which has so far
been published again is the Sdesrid's Khog'bugs. Das lists a
Gsorig chos'byurf in his list of abbreviations of works
consulted (l902:xxxi). but I have not been able to identify
this work.
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l 2 This title is reminiscent of the Chinese term to yao
("great medicine") used for the alchemist's drug of
immortality.
l 3 H ~ s h a n g the
, Chinese word for a Buddhist monk and
taken M a loan-word into Tibetan (hvafad, which always
refers to a Chinese monk), is only a title, and not actually a
part of proper names.
l4 This Chinese monk appears in lists of the early
translators of Buddhist texts, such as those in M D (Vol.
ja:l7v) and Padma dkarpo's Chos'byud (1968:59v Ip.
318]), as well as in other works.
'I Dharmakoqa is listed among the early translators as
having been a pupil of Thon-mi sambhota. (Loc. cit.. in note
1 I).
l6 See Filliozat (1964:2ff.).
l 7 The Tibetan transcriptions have lost the wazurs that
they no doubt originally had, so the transcriptions should be
amended to read Hven-ven-hvah-de or Hwen-wen-hwadde. a not unreasonable transcription of the Chinese name.
Koh-spml, in his brief account of the history of medicine in
China, has Hal-ti rgyalpo ("king Hwang-ti"); the
character ti is sometimes transcribed in Tibetan di (See for
example Roerich 1976:57); and homophonous syllables for
hsiian and yuan have been transliterated into Tibetan as
hen and wen or dben (pronounced/wen/ also) (op, cit., pp.
5 1 &56 respectively).
" See the thorough discussion of Thon-mi in Hoffmann
(1976:15-17).
l9 HTS, 221 b:6261.
20 Schaeder ( 1933:24fT).
In Syriac spelled GLYNS or GLYNWS (Merx
1885: 244-245; Gottheil 1899: 187). in Arabic Gallnus.
l2 Meillet (1935:316).
l3 Elgood (1951:46ff.). In Arabic, the Greek school of
medicine was called al-libb al-yondniyy.
Final -s in Tibetan was probably silent by the time of
the "later propagation" (ca. 950 on) but, more importantly,
by the turn of the millenium the Arabicized form was
universal in Muslim lands, including especially Iran, as we
know from the great activity of translation going on by the
ninth century in the Muslim world (Dodge 1970. 11:693ff.;
Elgood 195 1: 102ff.; Sezgin 1970:6,13ff.). and this form
could have been transcribed into Tibetan as *GydlCnus, or
*JQlinusi, or the like.
Commonly known under its Latin title De capitis
vulneribus, and called in Arabic Girdhat al-ra's (Sezgin,
1970:45).
l6 See note 4.
27 Most of the titles given in the sources are apparently
abbreviated. Furthennore, since only volume j a of Dpabo
Wug-lag 'phrehba'e history has been photographically
reproduced, and since all the important works used in the
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present study are still only available in one dition, it,, I
often impossible to say what mighl be n real variml, I
what simply a modern copying mistake.
The titles of two of Galen's works sound m,
promising than others, in that their contents mifit rctullly
correspond to their titles, namely:
1) P e n tes epi ton zdntdn anatomts (or De animoli~rili
dissectione) a work lost in the Greek, but spprrepa,
preserved via an Arabic translation called Kirrrbl) Iddl
a/-hayawan al-bayy, in an early Latin edition under (h
title De anatomia vivorum (Sezgin 1970: 100); and
2) P e n tes epi ton tethnedtdn anatomts (or Dc anirnolb
mortui dissectione) also lost in the Greek, but preservcdk
an unpublished Arabic translation known as KitdbJlo~dJ
al-hayawan a/-mayyit (op. cit., p. 100). Both of Pat
works have so far been inaccessible to me.
29 This work might not have been written in Tibctan,b u ~
was perhaps the same as. or constituted the mqjor prrlol,
the M i 3igspa brgyadkyi mtshon-cha translated into
Tibetan by a doctor from Dolpo named Khyolmr ruui r
century later, under Emperor Khri sroh Ide brtsm.
According to Koh-sprul (1970,1:2 14vlp. 583]), hi8 ttr~
was also known as the Lugs chen gsurngyi gfuh, and il
appears that this system was transmitted under the nmc
Kyoma rurtse (Rechung 1976:203).
lo Koh-sprul says only Galenus la 'dzom ies smonp'i
rigs-brgyud byud, "In Galenos the lineage of phy~iciur
called 'Dzoro originated." (Koh-spml 1970,1:214vlp.
5831.) Blobzan 'phrin-las is silent on this.
31 Literally, "(his) mat appeared," i.e., he spread oulhi!
mat and practiced medicine on it.
32 This quote does sound rather formulaic, and as the04
lineage had not yet appeared in Tibet by this tirne,h
Sdesrid's "it is sald" seems justified.
33 This title is reminiscent of 'Tshobyed gionnu, t ~ t
name in Tibetan translation of Kumlrajiva, a famous I n d i ~
physician who was the disciple of the court p h y s i c i ~ ~ ~
Taxila (Rechung 1976: 12-1 3) and supposedly the lenchtl
of Bibyi dgAbyed (ibid., p. 179).
j4 Gstigs in Classical Tibetan usally means "oath," bul
here it would appear to have the meaning "(royal) grlalnor
"deed." as is also concluded by Richardson in his edilion
and translation of the inscription dedicated to Stag J p U u
khoh (1952:26, 29, 31).
It is notable that at such an early date medical scicoct
should have reached such a high level in Tibet, and thalil
could claim even greater achievements in the next century
HOWunfortunate that the spread of religious d o p e and Ibt
resulting mutual antagonism-with Islam's victory to lbt
west and Buddhism's victory at home-cut off from Ihc
Tibetans this source of scientific inspiration.
36 Koh-spml's account (1970, I:214v [p. 5831) is loo
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condenled to be of much interert, but he does confirm the
bsic facts given in the other accounrs, especially in the line:
~ h ~ ~ yul
~ gnos
y ibiche tsanpafilaha byaba'i smanpa
mkhaspa bkug nos Ihatyer bkurre. . .. "The learned

physici.n called Biche Tsanpalilaha having been summoned
from the land of Rome, he was appointed Lhaje . . . ."
~ ~ f i - ~also
~ rmentions
ul
(ibid.) the work Pusti khaser, the
system of Biji as it was transmitted to his lineage.
11 Kuznetsov's romanized version of the relevant passage
(1966: 162): bi tsi tsan Ira S ~ ' Ssman spyod mang po
sgyur ro, with the variant readings (?), listed at the
fmtof the page, tsandra, i d s , dpyad, and bsgyur. Another
edi\ion(Thuma 1973:204v(p. 4061) has pirfsi tsanrra iris
rman-dpy~d
manpo yan bsgyurro. The corruption of the
name is transparent, and the line may be corrected and
uanslnkd "Biji TsanpaSilaha also translated many medical
works."
IBThe two editions at my disposal are essentially
identical: . . . K h n sde gtsug rtan lag-tsorhgyi skuriri I d
hlpo'i smanpa darmalila d a d khrorh sman rrsanpa
halon gniskyis/ smangyi rgyud-rnarhs sgyurfrJo/ (N. Delhied., 1969:84vlp.1681); . . . Khri sdegtsug rlan 'ag-tsom
skurin ld/balpo, i smanpa darmaf ila d a N /khrom sman
manpa hsad gniskyis / smangyi brgyud-rnarhs bsgyurro/
(Thimphu ed. 1976, ka:90v[p. 1801). " . . . During the
reign of Khri sde gtsug rtan 7ag-tsom, the two (physicians).

the Nepalese physician Dannaiila and the Greek physician
Rlsanpa the ho-shang, translated many medical treatises.
l9 See the translation by Toussaint ( 1933:23 1ff.) which
must, however, be used with some caution. The translator
has, for example, omitted the epithet and one part of Biji's
name, which should be: Rgyanag mkhaspa bide btsanpayis
. . . (Peking ed. 1839:209v) "The Chinese scholar Bij e
btsmpa . . . ."
Khog'bugs, 79v (p. 160) IT.
I have not found it possible to either identify or, in all
uses, accurately translate these titles. In certain cases
Where it is not clear whether an item consitutes a title or a
kscriptive phrase of uncertain identity, I have provided a
translation in brackets. The reader of Rechung Rinpoche's
book (1976: 15-18) is strongly advised not to accept without
careful checking his renderings of the titles.
42 This might be a variant for Mahhkyin'dii. Cf. note 64.
41 The meaning of sokha smripapo in this context remains
unclear to me.
44
Benveniste (1 940:250). Other fonns are p'yf and p'fy w
( 0 ~ cite.
.
p. 248). The middle Persian word for "physician"
is*izijk.written bcSkl(Nyberg 1974:48). The final -a of the
Indian forms, vaidya and its Prakrit developments, would
cenainl~
not have been transcribed with a final -i, which all
Ollhe Tibetan fonns exhibit
" See below, p. 2 I ff.
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See for example Rcchung Rinpoche's trmrlation d the
biography of G'yuthog the Elder (1 976: 178- 181). Cf.
4.
" The modern T i k t m biographical dictionrry d Kheuun
S l n ~ p o(Mkhas-b~unbzahpo), which rtmndy suppons
this, relies on other sources unknown to the present writer
(1973, 1:495).
4 Q ~ late as the middle of the ninth century, the Persians
in Yang-chou contributed to r building project within r
Buddhirt temple complex (Reischauer 1955:168). Although
the subject has not, to my knowledge, been dealt with, the
very large number of Persilnr in China, puticululy in
Ch'ang-an m d several port citier, would seem to be directly
connected. at least in part, to the fall of Khorlrm a d
Transoxiana to the Muslim Arabs d the subsequent
conversion of the area to l ~ l a mby various methods, which
sometimes included persecution of Buddhirm m d other
faiths.
49 1 have already found a considerable amount of material
on this subject, with which it is impossible to deal at length
here. The book was preserved at least until the time of the
Fifth Dalai Lama, as it is mentioned in his great gsan-yig
("Record of Teachings Received"), the Gahgh'i churgyun
(1970, I:20r[p. 391).
MD, rsa:46v(p. 859).
" Khog'bugs:78v-79v (pp. 158-160).
'2 Here, and in the following notes, I have made what I
consider to be necessary corrections in the text. The b k e r h
Chnndra edition (MD, tsa:46v-47rlpp. 859-8601, for
textual purposes hereinafter referred to as MDlc) has
'dinsba.
' j skyil-gsu MDlc.
" gtodba MDlc.
nadpa MLDlc. The usually clear distinction made in
this edition between d and ri is, as Tibetologists generally
concede, mostly nonexistent in Classical dbucan texts.
Unfortunately, there is no way to determine how cleuly

''

such distinctions were made in the original text used to
make the MDlc hand copy printed in New Delhi.
56 khyim nos lag rian MDlc. This makes no sense to me.
gnodpas MDlc. Sune comment as in note 56.
lag ries MDlc. Same comment as in note 56.
' 9 chan MDlc.
60 thug gcogpa MDlc. Perhaps "soup" is intended to
correspond to the "beer" in note 59.
61 gnaddu MDlc. This reading would also make sense.
62 notipa, MDlc. This makes no sense in the present
context.
63 MD,tsa:46v(pp. 859-860).
64 According to the Old Tibetan Annals (D7T20, 42)
she arrived in the capital. Rasa, in the first half of the Dog
year 710, and must have had a very speedy journey, since
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h e only left Chlna on M u c h 2,710 (CTS 7:179). It is said
in the Hsin T a n g Shu that when the prince16 w u about to
leave, "The Emperor contemplated the youth of the
princesr, m d bertowod aeverd myriad (pieces) each of
brocades and s i l b , an a s s o m m t of talented crlhrmen to
k her attendants, and he p v e her Kuchem mwlc(ianr[?))."
(HTS 2 16a:608 1). Pelliot ( 196 1:96) translates thin pusage
thus: "L'empereur, songemt que la princesac ltait t d s
jeune, il lui donna des [plkces de) roie brochle et unie.
dbrlgna pluaieurr myriadea de combdienr et d'ulisans pour
dler I sa suite at lui donna une muslque de Kieou-tseu
(Koutcha)." Again, the princesr' non-canonical book
collection is not mentioned by the Confucian historians,
who only later note the request of the Chin-ch'eng princess
for copies of the Mao Shih, the L i Chi, the Tso Chuan, and
the Wen Hsiian (CTS 1 9 6 ~ 5 2 3 2 ) .These books were
granted by imperial order in 731 according to the TCTC
(21 3:6794), which omits the Wen Hstian from the list. The
TFYK 999:11723) gives 730, but this ir probably a
mistake.
bJ Perhaps the same as Mahlkyin'dh? Cf. note 42.
66 1 M unable to identify thir name, which is perhaps
apocryphal.
61 Some of these idunctions seem to be paralleled in the
G'yuthogpa literature (Rechung 1976: 186). 1 am not at all
sure of the meaning of the last three items. of which the
latter two appear to be abbreviated.
68 Since this text is generally so close in sense to the
original Hippocratic Oath, it deserves a more detailed
study, one which cmnot be presented here. (See note 74.)
For a careful line-by-line analysis of the Greek text, see the
brilliant work on the subject by Ludwig Edelstein (1953;
repr. 1967).
69 See above, p. 12ff., for the liat of his works.
See for example Rechung (1976:91).
Ibid., pp. 186. 303, 309-310.
72 See Dindorf (1 839:1133-1134).
" Edelstein (1967) has clarified much of the obscurity in
the original Greek version by demonstrating that it was
purely Pythagorean in origin.
l' An indeterminable part of the uncertainty remaining in
the translation is due to the deplorable condition of the only
edition of thir work available to me, which condition
(original or not) renders pa- of the first text and most of
the second text unintelligible without editing. If or when
original Tibetan materials stored up in the great libraries of
Europe and India become more easily available to
researchers. no doubt the translation and the interpretation
of this m d of other texta dealt with here (particularly those
quoted from the Mkhaspa'i dgdston) will have to be
revised.
1970:2 15r (p. 584).

''

16 For a longer account and a more completr lilt d~
textr. w e the Sdcrrid'a Khog'bupr (8 1r-82r [pp. 163-16j1).
l7 Op. cit.. 82r (p. 165); cf. KobspruI (1970,1:2lj~
5841).
18-~ccordin8to Koh-sprul (op. ciL. 215v[p. j8jll a
the Khog'bugs ( 8 2 1 ~ 165)).
.
l9 See Rechung (1976:203) m d my concludin~r e m ~ ,
p. 22 ff.
Khog'bugs 87v (p. 176).
Here there is some confusion in h e WLUEOI,
concerning the introduction of the Chinese pbysicim Sw
wum gahba, alro known as Mthhbii mmanpa. For cxmpk,
according to the Mkhaspa'i dgdston, he is upp posed to h ~ v t
become the penonal phyrician (blasman) of the emperor
uound this time. The same book doea rive m inkre14
alternative veraion of the appointment, however (MD,
tsa:47r [p. 860)):

/Bitsi'i slobma stoh bf er mespo bradti rgyol-mriu
f a h Ihamo gzigs-rnamskyah mkhaspar gyunrr
rgyalpo'i blasmandu bkur s k a d
"However, it is said that Bitai's pupils, Stod bier
mespo, Brahti rgyal-mhes, and 2nd hsmo pip,
having become learned, were appointed a, the king's
personal physicians."
This indicates that more than one account of Le 1une
period existed. In my opinion, it is difficult to accept the
historicity of the Chinese physician, who does not even
have a Chinese name, despite the argument of Kod-~pml
quoted below (pp. 24-25).
Khog'bugs 88r-88v (pp. 177-178). The only relevrl
passage not paralleled in other texts is the beginning:
/'tshomdzad smanpargyupa 'dirnams W/bodlbPh
mgonag yohskyis bkurbar g y i d /ciphyir 'di ni
tshesrog sterba'i phyir/ /mgonag yohskyi Iho ni
blsanpostd /deyis bkurbas mtshanyah Ihaqtr
tho&. . .
"All of the black-headed Tibetan subjects shd1
respectful to these men who have become 'Tshomdrad /
smanpa ['life-giving physician']. Why thin? Because
they give life. The god of all the black-headed people
is the Emperor, and because he has honored them,
they shall also receive the title Lharje [lit., 'bod
lord']. . . ."
Khog'bugs 88v-89r(pp. 178-179).
Taking Sogpo here as "Sogdian". However, nee d ~ t
article on this name by Helmut Hoffmann (l971), in which
it is demonstrated that the name Sogpo usually refers to fit
Khotanese.
83

BECKWITH:
Introducrion q/ Gmek Medicine into Tikt
85 See Hoffmann'r excellent article on the Quluqr in
fibem literturn (1950).
06 See no@ 2.
17 Cited here from the romewhrt unrelirble tranrlrtion of
bchung Rinpoche, rince thir imponant work hrr udortun,tcly w t yet k e n reprinted in Tibetan.
88 Rcchuns (1 976:202).
O9 Ibid., p. 203. Without the oripind Tibetan, it ir
dimcult to arcerhn what the text rctudly rryr. &hung
hn umrlated it."The prince of bTsun-pa Shi-la, the eon of
Mu-rjc The-khrom, the king of Khrom, taught the teaching

d Khrom-gyi dByeba D r y - p a . "
Khrom ("Rome") ir contirtently written Phrom in ~ b i s
work

K u m r y (197275).
Ibid., p. 43.
9' Khog'byr 90v (p. 182). Cf. Bl0bz.b 'phn~-lu la hir
7%obyig (Vol. ka:79v-801).
Khog'bugs 9 0 ~ 9r1(pp. 182- 183).
K o b r p ~ 1970,1:2l
l
Sv (p. 585).
See for example the quotationr in rbo K h ' b y r (86186v Ipp. 173-1743).
97 See the Prefrw (in Enfirh) to tbe raproductioa d tbc
B r a t i tradition medicd work Man-rinpochc'i g r r ~
mdzod, writimn by G'yunrd ria-chen (repr. G-k,
1974).
So f u u I can detsrrninc. the only other B r d t i tradition
work recently nproduced ir tbc G n r brr chenmo ( k h ,
1975).
9'
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